Down Home Music of El Cerrito, Calif.
by Opal Louis Nations
For well over thirty years now, Down Home Music has been a unique institution, a place
to go to for rare, roots-based music. Other stores have since “latched on,” but few have
the breadth of music that Down Home has offered over the years. In many ways, it’s a
meeting place where staff and customers get together to talk about music.
Down Home Music was initially conceived by its principal owner, teacher and
Arhoolie Records proprietor Chris Strachwitz in late 1975 to reflect his own musical
interests and indulgences. These included geographically developed people’s musics
from around the globe and those attendant to our own indigenous music culture,
namely Blues, Folk, Jazz and Country Music. In support of the common man’s cause,
Strachwitz is not concerned with the dissemination of “serious music” (opera, classical)
or in what he sees as the frivolous, sappiness of pop or “mouse” music on the common
front.
Down Home Music supports the ongoing struggle of the penniless musician by
retailing their oft-times self-produced product and encouraging their work by having
them perform live in the back of the store. The history of Down Home Music dates back
to early 1975 with Johnny Harper, Folk, Cajun and Blues guitar stylist and teacher who
had taken a job at Odyssey Records on Telegraph Avenue in Berkeley. “I had admired
Chris Strachwitz for a long while and had purchased his recordings since their
appearance in early 1961. I wanted to buy one of his EPs and called to have a bunch
sent. He delivered my order by hand and from that moment on we became friends.”
A few months later Strachwitz got the idea of opening a store thinking (among
other things) it would boost sales of his records. From 1960 until 1972 Strachwitz had
for a time operated his tiny Arhoolie label out of a small apartment above Jack’s
Records in San Francisco. Stock was kept in Jack’s basement. In 1966 Strachwitz
taped Country Joe McDonald’s first album at his home and opted to take ownership of
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copyright as payment. Over a period of five years, his ownership of the jugband’s
copyright made enough money to enable him to invest in a large storefront property at
10341 San Pablo Avenue in El Cerrito, formerly an upholstery business.
In late 1975 Strachwitz met with Harper to have him manage his new store which
was to open in January 1976. “I spent a good deal of time trying to come up with a
name. Strachwitz was hosting his own roots-music radio show over KPFA and often
used a number of pat expressions,” says Harper. “One was “down home music” which
we opted to adopt as a name. We needed a slogan to go on our billboard, too.
Strachwitz’s radio theme song ‘Mama don’t allow no easy riders here.’ From this I came
up with “Mama don’t allow no mouse music ‘round here” and he went for it.”
Frank Scott and his mail order business came aboard in July 1978. The store
was open five days a week. Strachwitz had known Scott from his old mail ordering days
in Southern California when Scott co-owned a small business with John Harmer.
Strachwitz saw the financial advantage in co-owning a small-label mail-order company.
Months earlier, Strachwitz had set up his own distributing business with Tom Diamant
(now Strachwitz’s Arhoolie manager and trouble-shooter) and the late Jeff Alexson,
called Back Room.
By 1980, two new Down Homers had been added. One of these was ex-librarian
/ wine-maker, country music aficionado John McCord who a short while later became
the second and more effective store manager. In July 1981 Strachwitz bought out his
two Back Room partners and changed the name to Bay Side under Robin Wise’s
management. Bay Side was sold to the now defunct Tower Records in 1992.
Contractors were hired in 1982 and the building was enlarged to accommodate more
office space and products. The mail order company was sold back to Frank Scott in
1990. It was renamed Roots & Rhythm two years later. Roots & Rhythm still functions
to this day out of a mail address in El Cerrito.
Johnny Harper quit Down Home Music in 1981 to pursue interests in music
which included the setting up of the popular Hot Linx band. Roots & Rhythm’s influence
on Down Home Music inventory has been considerable over the years. They have
helped in making Down Home an unusual and fascinating experience. The store has
recently enlarged its Vinyl Room album section to meet the needs of the new, young
“vinyl revivalist” collectors. McCord’s hope is to have a collectors’ vinyl website up and
running soon.
--- Opal Louis Nations,
February, 2009
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